
Discover the Epic Journey of the Queen of the
Blazing Throne in the Spellbinding Empirium
Trilogy

Are you ready to be transported into a world of magic, power, and redemption?
Look no further than the enthralling Empirium Trilogy, featuring the extraordinary
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tale of the Queen of the Blazing Throne. In this article, we delve deep into this
captivating trilogy, offering you a glimpse into the richly imagined world and the
remarkable characters that will leave you breathless.

The Empirium Trilogy: Overview

The Empirium Trilogy, written by acclaimed author Laura Sebastian, is a
spellbinding fantasy series that revolves around the story of the Queen of the
Blazing Throne. The trilogy is composed of three electrifying novels: "Ash
Princess," "Lady Smoke," and "Ember Queen."
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The story is set in a world where elemental powers hold great significance, and
the Queen of the Blazing Throne emerges as a central figure with the ability to
control fire. The trilogy beautifully weaves together themes of resilience, loyalty,
political intrigue, and self-discovery.

Book 1: Ash Princess

"Ash Princess" introduces readers to Theo, the rightful heir to the throne, who is
held captive by the ruthless Kaiser. Stripped of her title and magical powers, Theo
must navigate a world filled with oppression and treachery. The novel takes
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readers on a journey of Theo's awakening as she embarks on a mission to regain
her kingdom, seeking revenge against those who took everything from her.

Book 2: Lady Smoke

In "Lady Smoke," Theo finds herself navigating the dangerous court of
Sta'Crivero as she embarks on a daring mission to forge alliances and gain
support against the Kaiser. With new alliances come new challenges and even
greater risks. At every turn, Theo must navigate political schemes, betrayal, and
her own growing feelings for those around her, all while keeping her ultimate goal
of reclaiming her throne in sight.

Book 3: Ember Queen

In the final installment of the trilogy, "Ember Queen," the stakes are higher than
ever. Theo must face her most formidable adversaries, including the Kaiser
himself, as she fights for the freedom of her people. As the Queen of the Blazing
Throne, Theo embraces her powers and channels the strength to overcome
insurmountable obstacles in a breathtaking to the trilogy.

The Empirium Trilogy, with the Queen of the Blazing Throne at its heart, is a
remarkable journey of resilience, bravery, and the pursuit of justice. Laura
Sebastian skillfully crafts a world that will keep readers captivated from beginning
to end. If you're a fan of fantasy, political intrigue, and strong female protagonists,
this trilogy is a must-read.

Join Theo as she fights against oppression, forges alliances, and ultimately
reclaims her birthright and the power of the Blazing Throne. Immerse yourself in
this world of magic, danger, and redemption.
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In Kingsbane, you met Obritsa Nevemskaya—the mysterious child-queen of
Kirvaya. Now, in this thrilling novella, learn more about Obritsa's story and how
her fate became intertwined with those of Rielle, Audric, Ludivine, and Corien.

Twelve-year-old Obritsa is a temple maidservant, loyal to a novice firebrand who
hopes to be named Queen of the Blazing Throne. When Kirvaya's magisters
choose Obritsa as queen instead, the country erupts with fury.

But Obritsa doesn't care what they think. She has her own secrets, her own
agenda—and outrage is the least of her problems. In the capital city, more
children go missing every day. Whispers fly through the streets of a great danger
brewing in the far north. And some Celdarian girl she's never heard of has been
named Sun Queen.

As Obritsa unravels these mysteries, she soon realizes the war she thought she
was fighting is part of something much bigger—a conflict centuries in the making
—and that her power could decide who wins, and who loses.
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Read about the events of Kingsbane through Obritsa's POV—and then get ready
to see her again in Lightbringer along with all your favorite Empirium characters!
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